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CRI Concept: Transformative build-out of a unified mathematical optimization modeling paradigm infrastructure, MetaCalculus,
into a diversified science & engineering infrastructure, MetaScience.

MetaCalculus is the current version of a proven extreme modeling paradigm and solution platform able to produce new R&D
applications in sufficiently short times to meet narrow windows of opportunity that often arise in research and product
development. This proposal is to transfer MetaCalculus from serial computers to an HPC supercomputer and provide the plan for
a pilot university-community build-out of higher diversified modeling techniques built upon this platform.

Our intent is to apply the resources of the Center for Computation Sciences (CCS) at the University of Kentucky (UK) as the
CI:ADDO outreach center and laboratory to produce interfaces for interactive optimization supercomputing, renewing a practice
of MetaCalculus on early supercomputers on which it was marketed through the 1970s, but now extended to the full power of
modern multi-core parallelism. The laboratory resources of CCS, and the UK supercomputer and staff, were chosen for this pilot
project primarily due to the special relationship between Professor J. M. McDonough at UK and the team who developed the
technology, headed by the PI, J. M. Thames.

This CI-P planning project will first transfer an ensemble of proprietary and open-source software technology to UK/CCS by
installing it on the UK supercomputer and making parts of it available on other computers for access by CCS staff, faculty, and
students. Then training courses and webinars will be conducted by McDonough, Thames, and other team members, beginning in
the spring of 2012, thus providing the initial educational component to this project. This will be followed by recruiting participants
from UK, and other universities, to participate in the proposed CI:ADDO follow-on project and its proposal preparation, beginning
in late-summer of 2012.

Intellectual Merit—This project will continue development of higher-order “extreme modeling” approaches that can achieve rapid
prototyping of new concepts and products in the short time frames that students and faculty have to accomplish significant
research and that industry has to demonstrate viability of new concepts for commercialization. This involves the automation and
evolution of software from the complexity of the base parallel hardware toward higher levels of abstract conceptualization by
humans. Unlike other high-level programming languages, MetaCalculus employs an advanced form of automatic differentiation
(AD)—including (automatic) chain-rule propagation to any level—as well as a suite of numerical analytic techniques (similar to
those in MatLab) within its syntax. This provides the means to use available software technology and university resources to
advance the art of modeling and programming to create scientific demand to match the device/hardware output of our
semiconductor industry, potentially bringing ease of use of supercomputing to all engineers and scientists. It is expected that
solution of advanced multi-disciplinary optimization problems made possible by MetaCalculus will be widely reported at
conferences and in the archival literature.

Broader Impact—This implementation and further development of MetaCalculus on UK's supercomputer cluster, available to the
U.S. scientific community and industry through our proposed broad university system (expected to include some universities in
the HBCU catagory), can energize and broaden the phenomenal growth of the open-source software community toward cost-
effective one-of-a-kind R&D innovations when these are appropriate, as opposed to little more than recycling staple software like
Unix, for example. In particular, wide availability of MetaCalculus will produce initiation of software recycling of a different kind,
namely, converting legacy simulation software into optimization software via the “extended” Fortran embodied in MetaCalculus.
This is an increasingly important capability in industry and academia as the need to find optimal solutions increases.

This will allow engineers and scientists to apply the sophisticated optimization tools of MetaCalculus to recycle models and
create new sophisticated models now needed in the context of very complex multi-disciplinary problems. Moreover, because
code generation is relatively simple, and a wide range of numerical methods is encapsulated within MetaCalculus, the
engineer/scientist can master the language very quickly and can then address (code) very sophisticated problems without the
need to debug numerical algorithms. Clearly, this will result in significantly increased productivity of engineers and scientists in
all disciplines by removing the “division of labor” (between engineer and computer scientist/mathematician) that existed in the
past when the various still widely-used legacy codes were developed.



Project Description

Computing Research Infrastructure Concept

MetaCalculus is a paradigm and infrastructure which adds templates for three tiers of holistic
modeling: simulation, correlation, and optimization to conventional algebraic programming languages.
Together these three tiers comprise a modeling alphabet featuring combination by hidden algorithm
nesting, like subroutines; thus the use of the word “tier”. The following diagrams illustrate the progression
of abstraction of the same application from ordinary Fortran on the left, to Fortran Calculus on the right.
Figures 2 and 3 represent a 3

rd
generation and a 7

th
generation in the evolution of this paradigm as it

exists today, respectively.

Figure 1.Fortran IV Version Figure 2. SLANG Version Figure 3.Fortran Calculus Version

Figure 4 shows the same application in the 6
th

generation language, TSPROSE, This image is the
copy of a figure from the R/D Magazine article Computing in Calculus [5], which shows its code (with
editor line numbers) imbedded in a hierarchy diagram to illustrate the sub-problem nesting. This was a
commercial product marketed in the time-sharing era, and featured interactive optimization. Today, this
paradigm offers the potential to transition the computer-science collaboration known as “extreme
programming” into a peer-science collaboration of “extreme modeling”. It is the result of a unique
semantic architecture, which implements nested algorithmic differentiation (NAD) [16][19][20].

Infrastructure Enhancement – Our concept proposes to start with this existing unified-mathematical
infrastructure and enhance it to build-out a diversified collection of science & engineering modeling
infrastructures, which will be known by the generic umbrella name “MetaScience”. More precisely, we
plan to add the rapid-automation (RA) scaffolding to the MetaCalculus infrastructure so that it naturally
evolves and proliferates in end-user contexts, such as engineering schools, throughout the country.

This RA scaffolding consists of well-known software automation techniques, such as syntax macro
processors, compiler-compilers, GUI builders, and special website generators that we have tailored and
integrated into an “ensemble of evolution escalators” to organize and automate “do-it-yourself” production
of new modeling and solution media. It is believed that the cost to deploy, operate, and support the
evolutionary use of this complete ensemble (including MetaCalculus) on a suitable supercomputer is less
than ten man-years per year. This is based on the history of development of the ensemble and the high
degree of automation involved.
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Figure 4 TSPROSE Version (6
th

Generation)

Catalysis of Extreme Modeling – Experience has shown that this infrastructure concept has a
natural propensity for catalyzing sociological reformation from its pattern of usage. Implications are that it
will reform the division of labor, such that computer science and application science will progressively
settle into an organic peer relationship, producing high productivity leverage from “agile” methods
overcoming the inefficiencies of the traditional Waterfall development method. The reformation
mechanism is optimization re-engineering of legacy simulation code in MetaCalculus languages,
following a software recycling trend similar to the “componentization” trend of object-oriented
programming (OOP), which largely enabled the growth of the open-source software movement.

This optimization re-engineering can fuel the build-out of MetaScience media, extending the canned
mathematics of MetaCalculus media into vertical market (domain-specific) MetaScience media containing
canned science and engineering. Another compelling reason for this is the fact that parallelized
supercomputing is much easier to achieve in domain-specific design than in general-purpose design.

MetaCalculus Overview

This section provides more detail in the use of the 3-tiered MC modeling alphabet. Figure 5 illustrates
the essential syntax of another application utilizing this same design pattern of a two-point boundary
value problem of differential equations nested within a (constrained) optimization problem, solving for ten
unknowns and satisfying two constraints. The differential equation is the second-order cantilevered-beam
equation, used to represent an aircraft wing.

Figure 6 shows more detail of this application to illustrate its semantic processing. The blue arrows
indicate the “calculus” calls of the language, which trigger iterative processes of differential search and
integration. The first arrow on the left starts the constrained optimization search to find the two vectors
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(eis and alpha) using the Thor solver, a sectionally-linearized LP algorithm. The dimension of these
vectors is the number of wing sections in the cantilevered wing. The eis vector represents the flexural
rigidity of each wing section. The alpha vector represents the length of each section.

Figure 5. Wing Design Optimization in TSPROSE (6
th

Generation)

The under phase of Thor’s find statement invokes a controller .tcon (not shown). This is a portal into
the Thor solver to set Thor’s control parameters to values different from their default values (if required).
The two phrases with bounds and with lowers define vectors corresponding to the unknown vectors eis
and alpha that represent step bounds on the changes in these vectors during each search iteration, and
lower limits on the unknowns (constant constraints). The holding phrase defines the variable inequality
constraint weight, which must be held greater than or equal to zero. The matching phrase defines a
variable equality constraint altotl, which must be matched to zero within a specified tolerance (a solver
control parameter).

This find statement calls the solver Thor, which then iteratively calls the model .flex, invoking
algorithmic differentiation (AD) with respect to the eis and alpha vectors each time. Since the first
statement of .flex is another find statement, it calls the find’s solver, Ajax (A first-order Newton method).
Ajax then detects that AD is active, and saves any partial derivatives that may have been accumulated.
Then it restarts AD with respect to its unknown vector (the scalar dy0 in this case), and calls its model
.beamivp. This model’s sub-problem is an initial-value problem to integrate the second-order cantilevered
beam differential equation, whose rate variable is d2ydx2.

The first line of the .beamivp model sets the initial conditions of the initial-value problem. The initial
rate variable dydx is set to the dy0 variable which is the unknown of the find statement in the model .flex.
The next statement, initiate, defines the differential equations in the integrand model .beamode to be
integrated, and initializes the numerical-integration solver Athena (a variable-order, variable step-size
Runge-Kutta method). This statement resolves the second-order differential equation into two first-order
equations by defining each equation’s rate variable on the left of a slash (integrator input), and its
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corresponding state variable on its right (integrator output). It identifies the integration variable (x) in the
of phrase, the suggested integration step size (h) in the step phrase, and the upper limit of the integration
interval (xf) in the to phrase. Next a for loop is used to cycle over piecewise integration of the .beamode
model via the integrate statement, increasing the limit variable xf by the interval h, each time. The reason
for this piecewise integration is to collect the integrated variables in the vectors yb and xb for printing
purposes. The integrate statement actually calls the integrand model .beamode multiple times for each
integration step according to the needs of the solver Athena to meet a precision tolerance.

Figure 6. A profile view of the wing optimization problem

After the repeat statement, ending the for loop, the boundary value constraint variable g1 is
computed as the difference between the output rate, dydx, and the specified boundary condition, dydx1. It
is the zero value of this constraint that is searched for by the find statement (and its solver Ajax) in the
.flex model, to solve for the initial condition dy0. Ajax is a Newton method which requires the derivative of
g1 with respect to dy0 in its search process. While the determination of this derivative would be
impossible via a symbolic differentiation method, it is readily determined by algorithmic differentiation of
all the arithmetic occurring in and downstream of the .beamivp model, including the quadrature integral in
the differential equation formula (the last statement in the .beamode model) and the integration solver
Athena.

The Ajax solver invoked in the .flex model find statement executes the .beamivp model iteratively
until the g1 constraint converges to zero. But before returning, Ajax calls a differential coordinate system
transformation subroutine, which transforms all of the derivatives with respect to dy0 computed in and
downstream of the .beamivp model into partial derivatives with respect to the eis and alpha vectors (the
NAD process). Then the algorithmic differentiation continues with respect to eis and alpha for the
subsequent computations of the winglift objective function and the two constraints weight and altotl,
constituting the principal variables processed by the Thor solver in the optimization iterations.
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Transcending Algorithmic Programming – The NAD semantics architecture represents automated
intelligence which obviates the need for much of the procedural skill of algorithmic programming, in the
same way that Fortran obviated the need for even understanding the processes of machine arithmetic. It
is automated far beyond the need to understand algorithmic logic in application programming. Modelers
using MC are hardly aware that by merely configuring the templates inside models, they are automatically
synthesizing such powerful composite solvers under the hood, “glued” together dynamically by the
differential geometry sensitivity information provided by the NAD semantics.

The cascade of modeled sub-problems is comprehended intuitively, because it mirrors the expected
science behavior understood at a higher conceptual level. The implication of this distinction between MC
modeling and conventional algorithmic programming is that in the future, scientific software will only be
understandable by those who model the science, because the ad-hoc nested semantics will be too
convoluted for logical comprehension. This will broaden the participation of scientists and engineers,
enabling them to computerize new applications that are simply not feasible today because of the burden
of numerical analysis and the delay of using languages unsuited to higher mathematics.

From the modeling perspective, it is not essential to know all of this calculus semantics in order to
solve problems at this higher level. It is like the mechanics of an engine that the automobile driver is not
required to understand. For this reason, we believe that modeling and solving pedagogy can eventually
be pushed downward using technologies like serious games, from the level of this subject, the calculus of
variations, to introductory pre-algebra in middle school. A great deal of the intervening mental gymnastics
of symbolic reasoning in math pedagogy is simply not required to quantitatively understand science.

Higher Modeling & Program Generation Media

Mathematical Application Template Systems (MATS) - The potential for higher orders of modeling
automation was demonstrated using PROSE as an algorithm evolution platform in 1975 by McDonough,
currently University of Kentucky professor of Mechanical Engineering and Mathematics. Then a staff
mathematician at PROSE, Inc., McDonough developed several PROSE test programs for validation and
comparison of AD with symbolic and finite difference (approximate) differentiation. He also redeveloped
the GRG algorithm [55] in PROSE, for later “subordinization” into the PROSE library as a solver engine.

EPOC – The most important example was his development of a mathematical application template
system for dynamic programming modeling, called EPOC (economic planning via optimal control). This
established an important new class of modeling tools—the “model-input” MATS class. Actually, this had
not been the first model-input MATS. It was preceded by the Apollo Propulsion Analysis Program (APAP)
[19,20,44-47], which added the MC1 translator to Alford’s correlation engine[19] developed at TRW.

But EPOC was the first MATS developed in a very-high-level language, using the templates of
PROSE to reach a “very-very-high-level” of modeling. It involved implementation of Pontryagin’s Discrete
Maximum Principle algorithm in EPOC, which did not fall prey to the “curse of dimensionality” of Bellman’s
dynamic programming algorithm. This MATS algorithm used PROSE’s built-in Thor optimizer for stage-
wise optimization. In test programs, McDonough ran nonlinear optimal control applications having 10,000
decision variables on a memory-limited CDC 6600 in 1975. EPOC was applied to a Timberland
Investment Management Model (TIMM) for Simpson Timber Co. (Seattle) and the Western Timber
Association (San Francisco) to compute the harvesting and regeneration policy for Western forests.
(McDonough and Park [34,35]),

Platform for Higher Modeling Architectures – MATS program generators are middleware
architectures for higher modeling. A major boost in the state of the art provided by FORTRAN II in 1958,
was that it became a platform upon which to evolve more abstract modeling languages and template-
architecture program generators, which triggered their growth in the 2

nd
computer generation era.

Similarly, MetaFor, the planned Fortran 95-compatible successor to Fortran Calculus, can renew that
vertical-evolution growth. It provides the modeling middleware for implementation and production of
model-input-MATS program generators, which only contain canned mathematics, and canned-model-
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MATS program generators, which are built upon canned engineering modeling-component libraries as
well as canned math libraries. Examples of each type are briefly reviewed below.

Model-Input MATS Example – Forrester’s System Dynamics motif, as currently implemented in
STELLA [38], VenSim [39], and PowerSim [40], is
representative of the Model-Input MATS class. We have
postulated a GUI design that would combine
MetaCalculus superstucture modeling with System
Dynamics substructure modeling.

Figure 7 illustrates how this type of GUI would
operate. Associated with the model of an MC System
Dynamics Simulation (SDS) holon. It would enable the
model to be inserted into MC design patterns like the
ODC pattern of Figures 4, 5, and 6, using the SD motif
GUI, and automatically translated into MC semantics for
solution. This is illustrated in Figure 7 via the inset
showing the flow and stock symbols characteristic of
System Dynamics modeling motif. This extended MC
interface would allow the wealth of SD modeling,
produced over the last 50 years, to be nested within
MetaCalculus hierarchies to address inverse problems of
design optimization and scientific method correlation of
models containing differential equations, masked by
Forrester’s pedagogy of stocks and flows.

Canned-Model MATS Example – NASA’s Shuttle interactiv
software, the Flight Design System (FDS-2) [42], which contain
of Shuttle engineering model components in its canned simula
representative of the Canned-Model MATS class that could be
optimization via MetaCalculus platforms. It was designed in the
engineering Apollo batch-mainframe mission planning software
CAD system featuring game-like mission visualization usin
graphics terminals. Figure 8 shows snapshots of such images
was specifically “lowered” by this canned engineering approa
degreed technicians having no engineering modeling skills, an
dedicated mini-computers. It was used to design all the Shuttle
by 8A minority set-aside contractors operating in this low s
mode. The FDS, and other NASA software evolved from
operational planning of the International Space Station. They
engineering build-out of legacy software into higher media for m
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In 1975 an engineer at a California manufacturing firm was using BASIC to simulate an AC motor
design, when introduced to TSPROSE by a sales-support mentor from its vendor. In a few hours they had
converted the BASIC to an optimization program to solve for 12-design parameters, subject to 8
constraints, which produced a 30 percent gain in motor efficiency. The elapsed time spent was a minute
fraction of the time the engineer had already spent trying to solve for the parameters by trial and error
simulation. The mentor who assisted him did not have any understanding of the engineer’s electric-motor
equations, but didn’t need to. The mentor’s role was to apply the MC solvers to any equation model. It
was the engineer’s job to understand the model.

This episode became the inspiration for a theory of catalytic learning pedagogy that we believe can
transform the undergraduate and graduate educational research agenda, and catalyze “extreme
modeling” to enhance discovery and understanding, the way OOP did in computer science during the last
two decades.

Understanding the science and engineering embedded in these old models (e.g. how to convert such
science and engineering into equations in the first place) is not necessary in the re-engineering. It can be
done by computer-science students, who would ordinarily not be exposed to such science. Yet such code
porting can be a catalyst for automated learning of a vital complementary skill. The major benefit to the
computer science students will be learning how to apply the solution-engines of MetaCalculus to arbitrary
equation systems whose imbedded science they do not have to understand. Yet they can recognize
recurring design patterns, which can be abstracted into new MATS templates. With this skill they can
become optimum collaborators, and part-time mentors, to scientists and engineers of all disciplines who
do the actual modeling (converting science to equations) and thereby diffuse the burden of science
diversity which the computer scientists no longer have to cope with. Yet with MATS opportunity
discoveries, they can advance the modeling art vertically with new development.

The MetaScience Mandate – Thus we have a prescription for a “MetaScience Re-Engineering and
Renaissance” build-out agenda. Computer Science students and professionals, currently overwhelmed by
the diversity of science and engineering when they have to produce the code, can learn a complementary
role synergistic with but without the burden of all that diversity, by simply re-engineering old simulation
code for optimization; thereby becoming “optimization mechanics” able to collaborate in extreme
modeling with all of the diverse science and engineering “drivers” who do the modeling by converting
science to equations. In effect, the computer-scientists can become solution engineers who are modeling
catalysts, but not involved in science itself, and yet become the developers of new modeling tools.

We believe that with a national agenda, encouraged by a grant program, and led by university
engineering departments as an outgrowth of the supercomputer provisioning planned by this project, this
transition to a peer division of labor could be accomplished (reach critical mass of growth) in less than five
years. Such a national agenda would encourage contribution by industry and government sources of old
simulation software source code to be used as “archeology strata” by students to extract the modeling
code from and perform optimization-re-engineering of it. This kind of term project and thesis research
would “osmotically” train students to become mentors in the kind of peer collaboration that occurred
originally between the TSPROSE mentor and the AC motor design engineer.

Moreover, the recycled simulation modeling, now purified of the algorithmic solution code of the
“coded calculus” era before the advent of algorithmic differentiation, can be collected and re-configured
by OOP methodology into modeling alphabets. The synergy of application science and computer science
would thereby leverage with complementary differences to computerize new models with extreme speed
and find solutions with extreme computational performance. Computer science can then become “solution
science” in the truest sense. This will be the broad objective of the provisioned university research
enhancements of the CI:ADDO project that we will plan for in this project

Spiritext—the MetaScience Pedagogical Medium

The web has made possible a new kind of dynamic software documentation that is integrated “in situ”
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with source code [31]. Here we provide a brief discussion of its context-sensitive invocation of pop-up
manual windows, and its wiki-side use for collaborative notes. For semantic-intensive MetaCalculus
languages, which invoke large solver engines from libraries, the bulk of the Spiritext can be generated by
the parser (part of the compiler), and includes the entire content of all of the user guides and reference
manuals that would ever be needed.

Figure 9. Screenshots showing link-click in “THOR” tooltip invoking popup description

Figure 10: Adding permanent footnotes and temporary collaborative notes

Such Spiritext generation illustrated in Figure 9 shows two Spiritext screenshots generated from the
AC electric motor optimization program discussed above, here written in Fortran Calculus. The upper left
frame is a logo with navigation buttons. The upper right frame contains the synopsis of the source code
listing in the lower right frame. Its content is taken from an external file referenced in a comment field on
the first line of the source-code patch, but deleted from its presentation in the lower right frame. Although
the screen capture program used to capture these images does not show the actual mouse pointer, its
location (over “THOR”) is what causes the Spiritext effects seen in the images. A Control click on a link in
the tooltip invokes the user-manual popup on the right.
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Using wiki methods, augmented by the user via the web-browser, it can deploy many learning
concepts discussed in the early 1990s by leading learning theorists [22]. In particular, it automatically
provides an Extensible Web of Explanation where “people demonstrate their understanding by revising
and extending their explanations” [25]. It utilizes multiple-linked representations [29] to automatically
integrate a “Meta-Level” of Instruction [30] in which the pedagogical content itself is the “mini-manual”
used to context-sensitively index the “maxi-manual”, constituting all relevant web-accessible
documentation, including, in the case of MC programs, a collection of different application examples
having similar design patterns, such as Figures 1-6. Another class of permanent tooltip footnotes and
temporary “collaborative notes” are added by the user (reader) of the Spiritext web-pages, using dialog
boxes, as shown in Figure 10. The collaborative note on the right sends an email message with a return
link to the position of its footnote in the code, inviting the email recipient to view the note and comment
through the same medium. These notes have temporary time-limits set in the dialog box. We believe this
sub-hypertext will come into its own in the use of tablet computers as MetaScience cloud portals.

Rapid Automation (RA) Scaffolding

The goal of this initiative is to re-institute an end-user movement toward automation of extreme
modeling via a strategy like that of the original development of MetaCalculus at TRW—the CUE
(Computer Utility for Engineers) Project [50] which evolved the five generations establishing the
MetaCalculus paradigm of PROSE in five years during the Apollo program. RA evolution of modeling
languages using tools like the ML/I syntax macro processor [51] was the legacy arising out of 2

nd

generation computing, subsequently lost in the staple software recycling trend that prevailed with the IBM
360. Staple (mass application) functionality, subsequently infused with graphic arts, morphed into an
interface-style programming agenda with the advent of GUIs, and then client-server web interfaces.

In all of this style focus, much commercial PC software development by the year 2000 had settled into
the recycled functionality of circa-1980 mainframe software, albeit dressed up in ever-changing styles,
and becoming ever more labor intensive in development. Two human generations had gone by since the
end-user modeling quest of the 1960s, which had produced MetaCalculus—dedicated toward one-of-a-
kind computerization in time to meet the narrow opportunity windows (NOW) of R&D. Today initiatives
toward “agile programming” are taking over software engineering to try to overcome the inefficiencies of
the Waterfall specification-driven process. But as a recent Dr. Dobb’s linked article [56] warned, these
initiatives will not scale without automation.

End-user software engineering is getting much attention these days with recent publications, notably
[57]. But coming largely from computer-science research, rather than end-user application-science
origins, they hover around interface technology, most notably spreadsheets, and have not reached down
into middleware yet. Consequently they do not focus on critical core automation technologies, like syntax
macro processors, compiler-compilers and GUI builders that are needed to build-out end-user media.

Having long ago achieved the kind of empowerment for those end-users having the most dire needs
(STEM professionals in education and R&D), which are barely mentioned in [57], we propose to establish
a movement that renews the Apollo build-out of MetaCalculus (canned mathematics) media, toward the
automated modeling of MetaScience (canned science & engineering) media, automated by the leveraging
technologies mentioned, but restored to their original RA vertical-evolution purpose by special scaffolding
which renews their leverage, discussed below.

Metacybernetics – Technology for Leveraging Vertical Evolution – After the evolution of PROSE
and TSPROSE, we embarked upon the development of “blank slate” computer architecture at the
Aerospace Corporation [9], intended to become a platform for hardware-assisted MetaCalculus, following
the interpretive virtual-machine (“metacomputer”) mode of MC2-MC6. Metacybernetics [52] was a RA
technology of generating and evolving such languages and metacomputers from “highest-order
metaphoric” designs, which could potentially be evolved by end-user application developers, in the same
kind of context and short timeframes in which MetaCalculus had evolved.
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Later with the development of MC7 (Fortran Calculus) on Intel 386, Vax, and Cray computers, we
were able to avoid the slower metacomputer mode of MetaCalculus execution on such conventional
hardware by bifurcating the variables of the Fortran native-code runtime environment to achieve
differential-arithmetic execution performance on the order of Fortran itself. So the need for the blank-slate
hardware architecture was overtaken by high-performance semi-conductor technology.

But in considering the abstraction path to be taken in the vertical evolution from unified MetaCalculus
to diversified MetaScience, involving the upward build-out of metaphoric media (languages and GUI
composers), the Metacybernetic automation principles were needed again, because computer-science
provisioning had once again focused on the low-level design of optimizing hardware with their popular
metaphoric tools—compiler-compilers like Yacc [63], and GUI builders like Glade [64] which feeds the
Gtk+ API libraries [65]. Both had degenerated into metaphoric C-preprocessors, in which the metaphoric
end-user “top” part of the design (BNF grammar or widget pallet), in which changes were “mutations” of
the whole, took a back seat to the “bottom” part—implementation design in C or other languages, in which
changes were “surgical”. There was no way to back-reference surgical changes into mutational changes,
so the two design levels became disconnected. Vertical evolution consequently became frozen (highly
labor intensive to make metaphoric design changes).

GAEMY [53] and EverGlade [54]: Escalators for Rapid Media Evolution – To compensate for this
problem, we developed wrapper prototypes for Yacc (Bison [66]) and Glade, which automate the
synchronization of both design levels using Metacybernetic principles and modern tools such as the Meld
[67] editor and the Git [68] version control system for synchronizing multi-levels of source code design
and directory trees, even when different-levels of design are being compared. The degree of automation
is such that novice programmers can easily adapt and successfully evolve whole systems (synchronized
metaphoric design and implementation design) in languages they are not even familiar with. Two
generations of prototypes have been developed in each of these categories.

In the case of GAEMY, its wrapped base (Bison) is highly stable, so most of its improvements affect
the rapid prototyping of new languages by a new method of rapid-iterative-grammar assembly. But its
intended use is to translate higher language grammars into MetaCalculus grammars (very-very-high-
level source to very-high-level source—relatively simple translation, easy for students to master) to
produce “wrapper translators” as preprocessors to MC translators. So the rapid evolution of diversified
MetaScience modeling languages can be easily accommodated even in application science domains,
such as engineering departments.

The two EverGlade prototypes, EG2 and EG3 wrap Glade2 and Glade3, which have taken far
different paths. Glade2 has been used for producing well respected tools, such as the Geany IDE [58].
But Glade3 has eschewed the original approach of producing C or other language interface programming
images and stubs (for downstream surgical design), and produces only XML description of the
metaphoric GUI design, relying on advances of the Gtk2 API library to directly interpret XML GUI
descriptions at runtime, enabling the metaphoric design of totally dynamic GUIs. With the advanced
features of EverGlade, which produces GtkPerl GUI interpreters, this opens broad possibilities for
producing interactive GUIs, even on supercomputers.

Compelling New Research & Education Opportunities

Dynamic Correlation and Optimization Paradigm Extensions

Alford and McDonough earlier produced two higher algorithm classes which are logical extensions of
the MC paradigm, both of which employed earlier MC incarnations as “power-tool platforms”.

The first of these was GOP (General Optimization Program), an optimal control trajectory optimization
program designed to rapidly prototype detailed bipropellant (“engine-balance”) propulsion models
involving implicit differential equations. It was developed at TRW in 1963, and applied a
“quasilinearization” [18] algorithm (a 2

nd
order Newton method applied in function space). It was for this
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project that Alford developed the 2
nd

-order NAD semantics—automatic differentiation and differential
geometry coordinate transformations.

The second was MAFIA (Mack Alford’s Filtering Algorithm), which became the engine of the Apollo
Propulsion Analysis Program (APAP), which used MC1 as its model compiler. MC1 became the
progenitor of the subsequently evolving MC paradigm, but the full sophistication of the GOP or MAFIA
algorithms were never subsequently implemented in any of the MC platforms, as the opportunities to do
so never arose.

EPOC, discussed previously, was a third species of the same class.

As all three of these dynamic optimization algorithms have been implemented in MC context
previously, re-implementing them as a new dynamic engine class is straightforward and can be
accomplished quickly.

MOB Searching – Painless Multicore Parallel Optimization

Another straightforward extension is MC Optimization Broadcasting. The same model can be
simultaneously searched by many different optimization solvers from many different starting points, and
the results of all of these parallel jobs can be collected in a database, and with special RunViewer GUI
tools, non-convergent jobs can be quickly diagnosed, using the detailed reports that are automatically
generated by all the MC solvers. A key advantage is that this is a straightforward approach to global
optimization, and can be applied just as readily to nested inverse problems involving optimization of
differential-equation models as to simple parameter optimizations.

The same MOB searching can be simultaneously applied to the same model with many different
objective functions. So models can evolve very quickly and be thoroughly evaluated in just a few runs,
albeit covering very broad search footprints. Thus NOW timeframes can be satisfied with global
optimization even for very difficult optimization applications.

MOB Dynamic Correlation and Optimization – An obvious extension of MOB searching is the
broadcasting of dynamic correlation and optimization super-solvers to deal with global optimization and
pathological objective functions, as well as simultaneous application of different objective functions
(different identification and estimation functions in the case of correlation).

Swarm Hyper-surface Data Mining & Visualization – An extension of MOB searching is the
potential automation of data-collection of all of the MOB jobs to synthesize (interpolate) whole hyper-
surface domains, not just search paths. This will involve applying coordination intelligence between the
MOB solver instances, and spawning of interpolation searches to march along equality constraints to
produce contour curves. The intent is to rapidly characterize the hyper-surface in the database for
immersive and projective visualization graphics.

PDE Solver Algorithm Research

In many ways, our interest here is to continue what we started in the 2
nd

computer generation with the
development of SLANG and PROSE, as referenced in the survey paper by Nilsen & Karplus [59]. This
paper referenced SLANG and PROSE as simulation languages, because that is what the survey was
about. But the authors were careful to point out that our technology transcended the art of simulation,
providing the ability to optimize continuous systems through the generation of Jacobian matrices during
each iteration.

They went on to survey six simulation languages dedicated to the modeling and solution of partial
differential equations, SALEM, PDEL, LEANS, DSS, PDELAN, and FORSIM. Our desire is to build PDE
solvers in which mathematical reduction to ODEs is unnecessary in the code itself, but is rather
accomplished under the hood from direct declarations of the PDEs themselves, like in the languages
referenced above.
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Recently our team had occasion to review an interesting PDE correlation application developed by
Dr. Lee Zia in his PhD research [60]. It was a PDE parameter-estimation problem using a method we had
been researching as a potential new MetaFor PDE solver. McDonough [62] and Scofield [61] both wrote
papers on this topic, after reviewing Zia’s thesis.

Growing Engineering Education

We strongly believe that the NSF should institute a program of optimization componentization of re-
engineered simulation models by mining past engineering software code bases, such as NASA’s Shuttle
Flight Design System [42], using it to educate future scientists and engineers. Redirecting the object-
oriented motive of IT recycling of staple business functions, toward highly diversified “archeology” of
recent science and engineering is a way of killing many birds with one stone. It can motivate students to
pursue STEM careers (first or second) with historical examples that will enliven their studies with real
drama, such as what really caused the Challenger and Columbia accidents, or even Apollo 13. It will re-
train the strata of IT OOP professionals in supporting engineering modeling while these practitioners
create compendia (libraries) of modeling components in many diversified fields that can be used to
synthesize new system-optimization models, and automate the art of modeling. Each engineering
department should have one or more projects of this kind.

Identifying Community Consensus Needs

There are several important capability tradeoffs that need to be examined with regard to computing
research communities, especially in view of the precedents of industry software that have been shaped
by three decades of consumer-oriented commercial software, and software-engineering techniques of
developing and delivering staple (mass-application) software for others to use over life cycles; as
opposed to one-of-a-kind software developed by end-user science and engineering researchers, where
the end-item is not software, per se, but knowledge gained from research. Programs in this case are
simply temporary end-items that are in constant evolution as experimental apparatus.

“High gradient” evolution is especially important at the outset of R&D programming development,
when the problem to be solved (the “embryo model”) is only partially understood. What is called for is
rapid learning by prototyping and experimentation to arrive at a valid model and program design, like for
example: what design parameters should be solved for, what the most important objective function is,
what the constraints are, and how they should be formulated. Seldom can these questions be resolved
without experimentation, and it must be quick so as to be cheap in manpower cost.

Questions of functionality versus cosmetics take on totally different import in this context. While GUIs
may be very attractive for the staple software user, they are notoriously difficult to develop, whereas
command-line menus providing the very same functionality can be quickly produced and adapted by end-
users, without significantly diverting them from the primary research tasks.

The steps to be employed to assess community consensus needs are discussed in the project plan
below.

Project Plan of the CI-P Project

As the intent of this initiative is to broadly introduce and recruit a team from the university community
to participate in a MetaScience infrastructure build-out to begin in the Spring of 2013, following
submission of a CI:ADDO proposal in October 2012, the project plan of this CI-P proposal will be to
provision this introduction and recruiting. Because of our affiliation and long association with professor
McDonough at the University of Kentucky, and his close association with the Center for Computation
Sciences and the DLX Cluster supercomputer there, we propose this center and this supercomputer to be
the hub and pilot center for the CI:ADDO project. Should the status of this center and supercomputer
change during the interim, we would propose to adapt the planning accordingly to accommodate the new
circumstances.
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To familiarize the local UK community and other university communities with the MetaCalculus
technology and its scaffolding in order to broaden participation in the planning, we propose to install the
current MC7 infrastructure on the DLX supercomputer, or its surrogate, and begin training the community
in its capabilities. As this installation (or its equivalent—making the existing cloud installation available for
access) can be accomplished immediately upon funding the CI-P project, McDonough is preparing to
teach a 500-level course in MetaCalculus at the Current CCS media room in McVey Hall during the
Spring semester, 2012. Using the media production facilities there, this course will be recorded as a
webinar, to be used in community recruiting for the CI:ADDO proposal effort to begin in late Summer of
2012.

Initial Infrastructure Installation

The initial installation will include the currently available MC7 Fortran Calculus language, translator,
kernel and solver library plus the Spiritext scanner (whose usage is shown in Figures 9 and 10), manuals,
web-portal and test-bed scaffolding tools. The MC7 translator combines with the resident Fortran compiler
to implement programs written in Fortran Calculus, an extended modeling dialect of Fortran 77. The MC7
kernel bifurcates floating point variable cells to serve dual roles as real number values in non-
differentiation contexts, and either real-number constants of differentiation or integer pointers to partial-
derivative arrays in differentiation contexts. It performs nested algorithmic differentiation as invoked by the
templates of the language.

Contributed MC7 Vendor Nexus Product Installation

MetaCalculus, LLC, our for-profit affiliate will contribute its proprietary MC7 nexus product, install and
maintain it in closed-source binary form on the supercomputer. This nexus includes the Fortran Calculus
translator, and the runtime kernel and library (KERLIB). Installation will be performed and tested by
Joseph Thames, PI, and president of both the for-profit (Vendor) and non-profit companies.

The MC7 Library contains 18 operational optimization search engines and three in development. It
contains three correlation engines and two in development. It contains ten differential equations system
integrators, and seven quadrature solvers. It contains a graphics engine which interfaces the DISLIN
graphics library from the Max Planck Institute.

Contributed MSF Scaffolding Tools

In addition to the Vendor supplied nexus product, the MSF open-source scaffolding ensemble, to be
used for vertical evolution of modeling enhancements, will be installed, and training webinars produced to
train users in their application and evolution. The MSF ensemble includes:

 MIDUS – Menu Interfaced Development and Usage System – the primary executive used to
control all of the MSF ensemble; an integrated development environment (IDE) implemented as
command-line menus, which can be interfaced via Linux desktop terminal emulators or via SSH;

 Spiritext Scanner Generator - This is the Spiritext website generator for Fortran Calculus;

 EverGlades – Two RA GUI application escalators, wrappers for the Glade2 and Glade3 GUI
builders, designed for end-user GUI development icon and pallet-based modeling composers;

 GAEMY – Grammar Action Evolution Manager for Yacc, wraps the Bison (Yacc) parser
generator, enabling the rapid evolution of application languages and translators for extending
MetaCalculus languages to domain-specific MetaScience modeling languages;

All of these tools are maintained by the Git version-control system which operates as common
substructure, maintains infrastructure repositories, and is controlled by simple menus. Taken together
these tools are the RA means to produce highly diversified MetaScience modeling technologies built upon
MetaCalculus languages in the future CI:ADDO build-out. Their installation as part of the CI-P project will
be for training the initial community personnel, including students, faculty, and staff, and identifying build-
out subprojects to be proposed in the CI:ADDO proposal, next fall.
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Steps to Assess Community Consensus Needs

Following the initial training and exposure to the community, a website will be prepared as a statistics
gathering questionnaire to assess community needs. This will be in the nature of a manifesto explaining
the intent of the proposed CI:ADDO project build-out to follow, and eliciting comments from the
community expressing their needs as proposed users of the infrastructure. We will also invite them to
qualify themselves based on their education and research experience, more or less in the manner in
which publishers qualify their demographics when offering free trade publications. These qualifications
will be used to weight the sampled results. Major tradeoff questions regarding needs-priorities will be
posed, such as those of expert researchers vs. novice/trainees, “built-for” vs. “do-it-yourself”, permanent
products vs. ad-hoc exploration apparatus, development vs. research, etc.

This website will become a community outreach vehicle and will invite ideas expressing needs and
requirements for new domain-specific MetaScience appliances to be produced in the CI:ADDO project. It
will encourage the development of affinity groups to advocate and pursue new modeling appliances.

Inasmuch as the overall intent of this initiative is to shift the focus and focal point of computerization
from manual programming (converting equations to code) to the higher purpose of automated modeling
(converting science to solutions), it is hard to imagine that there is a limit to the useful lifetime of the
contemplated infrastructure.

As to the assessment of costs to create/enhance and operate the infrastructure, it is already known
that this is most affected by the respective roles of manpower vs. automation and the division of labor,
which are manifestly sociological issues. We have seen examples of 100 to 1 gains in productivity and
speed of development as the result of shifting from Waterfall to end-user development because the
Waterfall effectively subordinates the priority of highly diversified and volatile technology, engineering
modeling, to the priority of stable technology, numerical analysis, causing iterated labor in long feedback
loops to multiply the cost of changing models (i.e. evolution). It is this kind of analysis that will most
characterize estimation of costs in this project.

Expected CI:ADDO Enhancements

Inasmuch as we are seeking funding from private as well as public sources, the actual work we will
propose for the CI:ADDO proposal may have significantly shifted by next Fall. However certain planned
enhancements are envisioned at this juncture that will be likely included in the CI:ADDO proposal. These
enhancements fall into 3 general classes based on the organizations involved:

1. Vendor Proprietary Enhancements – Those enhancements to the closed source MC Kernel and
Library and product suite performed by vendor personnel;

2. Collaborative Enhancements – Those enhancements in which the vendor and MSF assume an
architectural overview and technical direction role, but which are largely performed by university
personnel, including staff, postdocs, faculty, graduate and undergraduate students using open-
source tools available in the marketplace and additional scaffolding tools provided by the MSF,
including the prototype tool families EverGlade and GAEMY, and Spiritext Generators.

3. University Research Enhancements – Those substantially new algorithms and models initiated
and developed by staff, faculty, and students of the universities involved with the infrastructure.

Vendor Enhancements

The primary vendor “supercomputer” enhancements consist primarily of internal parallelization of
existing library algorithms and external parallelization of optimization-job ensembles, known as
“MetaCalculus Optimization Broadcasting” (MOB) searching, discussed above. The current MC library
contains 15 constrained optimization solvers which will be internally modified for two levels of
parallelization and external job-assembly apparatus will be produced to aggregate MOB job collections to
run as a unit on a cluster supercomputer or distributed to independent cloud servers.
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Collaborative Enhancements

A major intent of the collaborative enhancements is to transfer vendor technology to the university
community to cause it spread via the cloud to all colleges, including those under-represented in STEM
development. It is meant to foster an automation-engineering agenda that can blossom and proliferate
throughout all engineering and computer-science schools. The purpose is to automate modeling by
advancing to higher-order media (languages and GUIs) which funnel through the MetaCalculus
computing nexus on supercomputers. The intent is unify modeling and programming so that is it done at a
much higher level interface at which science is converted to equations, rather than the current relatively
low-level computer-science interface in which equations are converted to code.

The technology to be transferred involves essentially four categories:

1. MetaFor 95 Translation – The cannibalization of the GNU G95 compiler to produce the MetaFor
language translator and spiritext publisher, intended to subsume and supersede conventional
Fortran;

2. Interactive Optimization Supercomputing Interfaces – Implementation of web and tablet desktop-
GUI interfaces for interactive optimization of MOB jobs on a Cluster supercomputer;

3. Extensibility Scaffolding – Implementation and workshop-utilization webinar development for the
use of ML/I, GAEMY, and EverGlade scaffolding for the production of advanced modeling
interfaces, including language extensions, new modeling languages, composer GUIs for MC
programs, and modeling GUIs like the MC[SD] GUI reviewed above;

4. GUI Production – Use of the Extensibility Scaffolding to produce previously designed composer
GUIs and Modeling GUIs, as pilot projects for instituting the proliferation of this discipline in the
various engineering schools in the U.S.

University Research Enhancements

The permanent or “steady-state” purpose of this technology transfer effort will be to provision the
continuing development of higher-order modeling appliances that can achieve rapid prototyping of new-
concept techniques and products in the short time-frames that students have to accomplish significant
research, and industry has to prove new concepts for commercial benefits. Historically this has depended
upon platforms which eased the vertical evolution of software from the complexity of the base hardware
logic progressively nearer to the highest levels of conceptualization by humans.

Use of Proceeds

The funding of this CI-P project will be entirely used to support the PI, Joseph Thames and senior
team members Mack Alford and Frank Germano, including travel, lodging, and office space at the UK in
Lexington, KY for the approximately seven months up to and including the submission of the CI:ADDO
proposal next fall. Since they are also the developers of the software ensemble to be installed on the UK
supercomputer, this is a synergistic use of their talents and skills.

Their availability at the UK will enable them to work with Professor McDonough and selected CCS
staff to perform the installations, prepare documentation, and conduct briefings as required to move the
agenda along and recruit participants in the initiative. The schedule of activities of these three, plus other
senior team members, Mickish and Scofield, will be determined in early planning meetings of this CI-P
project.
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